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ーヴィチの前で「父たちは自由と幸福を夢見た…Отцы о свободе и счастье мечтали…」（『若

























































ヴィチは 30 歳ごろ）を憐れんだ。「おまえさんって呼んでも気を悪くしないね Не 
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The works of Svetlana Aleksievich, consisting of Soviet small people’s voices recorded in 
a great number of interviews, are mostly categorized into the genre of nonfictional documentary 
literature. These “voices” are, however, edited and organized according to her own literary 
poetic purposes. My presentation, focusing on not the contents, but the formal aspects of 
Aleksievich’s creation, aims to clarify the process of constructing aesthetic text. Three different 
types of literary devices are taken into consideration: music-like composition, dramatization, 
and the figure of the interviewer. 
 
(1) Music-like composition 
 
The oral histories presented in her early works such as The Unwomanly Face of War (1985) 
are simply placed in chronological order; however, Chernobyl Prayer (1997) has already 
acquired a complex compositional style. Each of the three chapters includes a part called a 
“chorus,” which is a compilation of short pieces of ordinary people’s, soldiers’, and children’s 
voices besides several stories of middle length. Moreover, it has two full-length confessions 
told by wives deprived of their husbands by the nuclear catastrophes as an epilogue and 




Each of the voices that compose Aleksievich’s literary works resembles a monodrama 
played by a single actor. The architecture of her creation gradually evolves into a dialogue. 
Chernobyl Prayer has a scene in which seven samoshol (illegal residents in the Zone) give their 
voices in a same interview; however, they are not dialogically linked with each other. In 
Secondhand Time (2013), we see two women’s voices with opposite viewpoints toward Soviet 
history organized in a dialogical order. Stage directions such as “laughing,” “crying,” or 
“keeping silent” also add a flavor of theatrical gesture to the texts. 
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(3) The figure of the interviewer 
 
An interview must be a kind of dialogue with the interviewee; however, the voice of the 
interviewer appears to be deliberately deleted in Aleksievich’s texts. A seemingly seamless 
monologue proves to be created as a result of literary editing. Nevertheless, the narrators, being 
aware of the presence of Aleksievich before their eyes, pose questions, challenge arguments, or 
require sympathy. It is possible to reconstruct from these kinds of dialogic traces the figure of 
the interviewer-author, who develops from a novice journalist pitied by veteran women soldiers 
in The Unwomanly Face of War to a world-famous writer able to confront a high officer on 
equal terms in Secondhand Time. 
 
